List of publication in the year 2014

1) Geethanjali.B.S, Varsha Mokhasi, Jayanthi V Rajini.T, Shashirekha M.S, Mohan Kumar H


13) Variations of Female Sacrum. Significance in caudal analgesia Dr. Rashmi B.N, Dr. Jayanthi K.S Anatomica Karnataka ,Vol 7(2) Pg 86-93 (2013)

14) “Block cervical vertebra : A Case Report”, Dr. Gyata Mehta, Dr. Varsha Mokhasi, Dr. Swapnali Anatomica Karnataka, Vol 7(3) Pg 69-71 (2013)

16) “Fryns Syndrome-A case report”, Dr. Athul Antony Simon, Dr. Varsha Mokhasi, M. Shashirekha, Dr. Geethanjali, Dr. Rajini T, Dr. Mrs. S Kantha Anatomica Karnataka, Vol 7(1) Pg 10-14 (2013)


19) “Simple cost effective rapid differential staining technique for myelinated fibres & nerve cells”, Ms Filo Dorethy, Mr. Victor C, Dr. Varsha Mokhasi International Journal of Health Sciences & Research, (2012), Vol 2(8), Pg 43-46.

20) “MVIOB stain as a broad spectrum stain in Histology: A substitute for haematoxylin & eosin stain”, Ms Filo Dorethy, Mr. Victor C, Dr. Varsha Mokhasi International Journal of Health Sciences & Research, (2012), Vol 2(8), Pg 80-84.

21) Variations in the anatomy of thyroid gland: clinical implications of a cadaver study; Prakash, T Rajini, Archana R, Geethanjali BS, Sivacharan PV, Varsha Mokhasi; Anatomical Science International [Japan]; 2012; 87(1): 45-54. [Indexed in Pubmed]


24) Anatomical study of hepatic arteries: clinical implications of a cadaver study; Prakash, T Rajini, Varsha Mokhasi, Gajendra Singh; Singapore Medical Journal 2011. [Indexed in Pubmed]


26) Dr. Suman U, Dr. K.S. Jayanthi “A study of complete superficial palmar arches formed entirely by ulnar artery”, Journal of Anatomical Society of India (JASI 60(2) 199-201 2011)


DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY

PUBLICATIONS IN LAST THREE YEARS

1. Shankarappa C, Sushma S, Komaladevi Sampath Damodar, Seema Channabasappa. Intraocular Pressure Changes in Normal and Hypertensive Post Menopausal Indian Women. JEMDS vol. 2; issue-9; March 2013 Page no. 1344-1350


5. Latha Rajendra Kumar, Komaladevi Sampath Damodar, Thomas Chacko Dynemis of Listen discussion on educational research NJIRM 2012; vol. 3 (2) April-June – eISSN: 0975-9840 PISSN: 2230-9969, page 76-81


12. Raksha Hebbar, Comparative study of pulmonary function tests in women in different phases of Menstrual cycle with and without contraceptive pills. diabetics IOSR Journal of Dental & Medical Sciences Volume 08 Page 21-25.
13. Arun Prakash M Erythrocyte fragility increase with the duration of diabetes in Indian Population
,International Journal of  basic and applied Medical Sciences ISSN :2277-2013(ONLINE) 2013 VOL 3(3) September-December PP 172-177.

14. Komaladevi Sampath Damodar, Jayalakshmi Lingaraj, Latha R, Thamos V Chacko a Qualitative analysis of an interactive online discussions of health profession educator’s on Education research for health Volume 25issue 3December 2013, 141-147

15. Dr. Vineetha K Ramdas Nayak, Dr. Shankarappa C, Comparative study of Cardiovascular reactivity to cold pain in dysmenorrhoic women and non dysmenorrhoic women across menstrual cycle. Journal of Evaluation of Medical science Vol 03, Iss 14, April 2014, Pg 3437-3742.
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

LIST OF PUBLICATION IN LAST THREE YEARS

Dr. D.S. Raghavendra, Prof&Head

Dr.Shailaja A , Professor

Dr. Shrabani Mohanty , Professor

Dr. RoopaMurgod, Associate Professor
11. Elevated levels of serum Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) in HIV sero- positive patients in Highly Active Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART) era. 2013;2(3): 162-166. Journal of Dr. NTR University of Health Sciences, National

**Dr.Nina M Veigas, Assistant Professor**


**Dr. Mangala N. Sirsikar, Assistant Professor**

1. “Evaluation of C-reactive Protein and Sialic acid as a predictor of Systemic inflammation in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease” 2012;32(3);141-147, Biomedicine, International

**Dr. Rukmini J. Hebbal, Assistant Professor**


**Dr.Jyothi, Assistant Professor**

Department of Pharmacology.
Research publications during the last three years.

Dr. B. N. Srinivas.

1. Effect of Tinosporacordifolia on experimental diabetic neuropathy. Accepted for publication in Indian Journal of Pharmacology (2012, Vol 44(05), 580-583)


3. Role of N-Acetyl Cysteine as an adjuvant to main stay bronchodilator therapy in mild moderate cases of COPD. Int journal of medical and applied sciences, Earth Journals, Volume issue 1.2014

4. Role of N-Acetyl Cysteine as an adjuvant to main stay bronchodilator therapy in mild moderate cases of COPD. Int journal of medical and applied sciences, Earth Journals, Volume issue 1.2014


Dr Vijaya Rajendran

1. A Comparative Evaluation of the Anti Ulcer Activity of the Extracts of Seed and Skin of Vitis Vinifera(Grape) in Wistar Albino Rats. Published in International Journal of Clinical and Diagnostic Research Vol 2, Issue 2, Mar – Apr 2014

Dr. Pratibha Nadig.

2. Mentoring for Medical undergraduates - feedback from Mentees (need for training of Mentors). Asian Journal of Medical Sciences 2011(2); 151-158.
3. Effect of Tinospora cardifolia on experimental diabetic neuropathy. Indian Journal of Pharmacology 2012 Vol44(05); 580-583
5. Adverse drug reaction in rural field practice area of a tertiary teaching hospital international Journal of Pharmacology & therapeutics 2013 Vol 3,4
6. Clinical Evaluation of sublingual vaccine on exacerbation in COPD on observational study Indian Journal of chest diseases and allied Sciences(Under Publication)

Dr. Ananya Chakraborty.


Dr. Meharban A.

1. Effect of Tinospora cardifolia on experimental diabetic neuropathy. Accepted for publication in Indian Journal of Pharmacology 2012: Vol 4, 580-583
Dr. Kevin Manohar Salis


Dr. Anand M Ingale

1. A Comparative Evaluation of the Anti Ulcer Activity of the Extracts of Seed and Skin of Vitis Vinifera(Grape) in Wistar Albino Rats. Published in International Journal of Clinical and Diagnostic Research Vol 2, Issue 2, Mar – Apr 2014
Department of Forensic Medicine.
Research publications during the last three years.

Publications of Prof. S. R. Sharma in last 3 years.


Publications of Dr. Jagadeesh. N. in the last 3 years.

1. “Legal changes towards justice for sexual assault victims, IJME;2010;7:2
2. Medical college teacher vis a vis need for publications, JSIMLA 2010;2:1-2
3. A comprehensive health sector response to sexual assault. Does the high court judgement pave the way. 2010 – CEHAT working paper.
5. Recent changes in Medical examination of sexual violence cases. JKAMLS Vol 23(1), Jan-Jun2014
6. Chapter in Textbook of Recent advances in Forensic Medicine and Toxicology. Emerging issues in sex verification.

Publications of Dr. Padmini Hanna Noone in the last 3 Years

4. Noone PH, Vasu S, Age as a predictive tool of aortic valve circumference, under editorial review in Indian Journal of Pathalogy
Publications of Dr. Raviraj K.G in the last 3 Years

1. A cross sectional study of foot dimensions for determining partial identity among student community of Vydehi Group of Institutions. Dr. Ravi Raj K G, Guide. Prof. Sudhamshu Raj Sharma Nov. 2010 of Vydehi Group of institutions dissertation of RGUHS in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of medicine in forensics medicine


3. Pattern of fatal head injuries in RTA – A 5 year study, VCFL 2014. Dr Shobhana S.S, Dr Ravi Raj K G. (Accepted).

Publications of Dr. Fairoz Khan in the last 3 Years

1. A prospective autopsy study of chest injuries by blunt trauma. Dr. Fairoz Khan, Guide Prof. Sudhamshu Raj Sharma Nov. 2010 A cross sectional study of foot dimensions for determining partial identity among student of Vydehi Group of institutions dissertation of RGUHS in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of medicine in forensics medicine


3. Case of Anorexia nervosa with NASH- a case report, JIAFP, Dr Shobhana S.S and Dr Fairoz Khan. (Accepted).

Publications of Dr. Shobhana S.S in the last 3 Years


2. Shobhana SS, Sharma SR, Comparative study to assess the didactic vs interactive teaching with influence of role play in teaching medical ethics among group of medical students, accepted in IJME

3. A five year autopsy study of pattern of fatal head injuries at Vydehi hospital, Bangalore. Dr Shobhana S S, Guide. Dr. Jagadeesh N of Vydehi Group of institutions dissertation of RGUHS in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of medicine in forensics medicine

4. Dr Shobhana S S and Dr Fairoz Khan.
   Case of Anorexia Nervosa with NASH – A Case report, JIAFP 2014 (Accepted)

5. Dr Shobhana and Dr Ravi Raj
   Pattern of Fatal Head Injury in RTA A five year study, V care for Life 2014(Accepted)
**Other Departmental Publications / Activities**

1. State Conference of Karnataka Medico legal Society - held on 13,14,15 Nov 2009 (FORENSICON 2009)
2. Dr. Raviraj – Member – executive committee, Indian society of Toxicology – South Zone.
4. Prof Sudhamshu Raj Sharma & Prof Jagadeesh N – Modular teaching for Car Safety Evaluators at Mercedez Benz, Tumkur, Karnataka.
5. Prof Sudhamshu Raj Sharma & Prof Jagadeesh-Teaching of Medical Ethics & Forensic odontology for BDS students.
7. Collaboration on Bangalore Road Safety and Injury Prevention Programme with Dept.of Epidemiology NIMHANS, WHO supported initiative in state of Karnataka.
8. Regular histology is carried out in the department. Department is equipped for this
9. Articles in process towards publication, forensic Histopathology – Significance in post graduate medicolegal autopsy training. Dr. Padmini Hannah Noone et.al.


Department of Community Medicine.
Research publications during the last three years.


22. Sachdeva KS, Satyanarayan S, Dewan PK, Nair SR, Reddy HR Raveendraetal; Source of previous treatment for re-treatment of TB cases registered under the National TB control programme, India. PLOS ONE 2011; 6(9); E 22061


5. Rupture of hydatid cyst into the biliary tree . A case report –Indian Journal of Medical Sciences – Dr Ramesh Reddy G., Dr Chalapathy D.V., Dr. Vikas S.R.


9. Experience of Inguinal Hernia Repair in rural parts of southern India
   - (Indian Journal Of Research & Reports in Medical Sciences)
   - Date : July – Sept 2013
   - Dr. Aparajita

10. Extra Parotid Warthin’s Tumour : A Diagnostic Dilemma
    - (Journal Of Indian Academy Of Oral Medicine & Radiology)
    - Date : Jan – March 2015 :25(1):56-59
    - Dr Aritra Ghosh

11. Role of Endoscopy in Upper G.I Disease in rural health
    - (Indian Journal Of Gastroenterology)
    - Date : June – 2014
    - Dr. Sharan.C.Javali

    - (JEMDS – Vol 2 / Issue 28)
    - Date : July 2013
    - Dr. Sharan.C.Javali
   - (JEMDS)
   - Date – July 29, 2011
   - Dr. Sharan C. Javali

14. Gastro Ileal Fistula – A rare complication of multiple magnets ingestion – A Case Report
   - (Sent to IDSR Journals)
   - Dr. Ramesh Reddy G.; Dr. Shankar


20. Non traumatic ileal perforation: Surgical experience in rural population in Indian scenario. Original article. IJBAR(2013)04(01) Ambikavathy M, Bhaskaran A, S. Kumar, Udaykumar M.


22. Atypical presentation as unilateral renal and soft tissue metastases from follicular carcinoma thyroid. A case report. IJHNS 10.5003/pp-journals-10001-1126. Ambikavathy Mohan, S. Kumar, Udaykumar


33. Tuberous sclerosis with angiomyolypoma and renal cell carcinoma. Academic medical journal of India feb 2014 1(2) Ambikavathy.M, S.Kumar, Krishnashetty:


3. Comparison of Gastrointestinal safety & Tollerability of Aceclofenac with Diclofenac : A Multi centre randomized double blind study in patients with knee Osteoarthritis, Dr.Hiranya kumar, Dr. Manoj Kumar Shukla, Dr. Muralidhar N current Medical research opinion vol 29, No7, 2013,1-11.

4. Use of Limb reconstruction system (unilateral external fixator) in non union, Guidelines in fracture management – Non union by trauma Society of India August 2014, Dr. Hiranya Kumar

5. Unicameral Bone cyst of the Talus – A case report , Dr. Hiranya kumar S, Dr.Siddalingeshwar, Dr.Dipanjan, Dr. Manoj Kumar Shukla( Provisionally accepted by the IJO)

6. Ochronosis leading to cervical myelopathy – A rare case report Dr. Varun, International Journal Health Information & Medical Research

7. A Solitary bone cyst of Dorsal Spinous process- A rare case report, Dr.Varun ( In the process of publication with the reviewer)

A neglected fracture dislocation of the shoulde, Dr. Pavan H.M, Dr.Muralidhar N, JEMDS.
1. Cervical Thymic Cyst- a case report July 2013 65 (Supplementary)s 171-s173.- Dr. G. Prabhakar, Dr. Santhosh A. Nagalikar

2. A study of fine needle aspiration cytology as an evaluation tool in head & neck masses No 2665/IJPHRD/2011. - Dr. G. Prabhakar, Dr. S. Satish Kumar, Dr. Santhosh A. Nagalikar

3. Comparison between partial inferior turbinectomy and electrocautery for better Symptomatic relief of Allergic Rhinitis Medicon 2011: AMJ 2012,5,1,33-113 - Dr. G. Prabhakar, Dr. S. Satish Kumar, Dr. Santhosh A. Nagalikar

4. A Prospective study of role of FESS in management of recurrent Nasal Polyposis No 2722/IJPHRD/2011.- Dr. G. Mohan, Dr. S. Satish Kumar

5. A study of 100 cases of ear and nose manifestations of head injury July 2012,Vol.1 No.2- Dr. S. Satish Kumar, Dr. Santhosh A. Nagalikar
Department of Ophthalmology

List of Publications & Research Projects


6. Ocular associations in patients with cleft lip and cleft palate

   { **Ophthalmology Dept, KSHEMA; *** NM Institute of Craniofacial Surgery } 

   Cleft Journal -2005, Vol 1 (1) : 17-21 – Dr. I. Vittal Nayak

8. Extensive subdural empyema paranasal sinusitis and orbital cellulitis complicating nasal septum surgery in a child (Coauthor) – Dr. I. Vittal Nayak


11. Phacomulsfication – Basics for Beginners Chakshu, Karnataka Ophthalmological society vol. 27 No. 2 : July 2010 – Dr. H. Mohan Kumar


DEPARTMENT OF RADIO DIAGNOSIS
SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATIONS/ PUBLICATIONS

1. Evaluation of effectiveness of PIGA aided drug delivery for pain management
Dr Prachi Kala*, Dr Sudha, Dr H V Ramprakash*
*Dept of Radiology VIMS & RC
(Oral scientific presentation at 64th National IRIA conference, New Delhi 2011)

2. Effects of contrast agent on the renal system
Dr. Sankara Guha Dwarkanath*, Dr. Prachikala*, Dr. Shilaja, Dr. H V Ramprakash*
*Dept of Radiology VIMS & RC
(Oral scientific presentation at 64th National IRIA conference, New Delhi 2011)

3. 3D Sensitivity encoding MRCP Comparison with 2D fast spin echo technique.
Dr. Abhishek*, Dr. Prachikala*
*Dept of Radiology VIMS & RC
(Oral scientific presentation at State IRIA conference, Manipal 2012)

6. Role of triphasic MDCT in hepatocellular carcinoma.
Dr. Asik*, Dr. Prachikala* Dr H V Ramprakash
*Dept of Radiology VIMS & RC
(Oral scientific presentation at State IRIA conference, Manipal 2012)

7. Carcinoma stomach accuracy of CT Staging
Dr. Chandana*, Dr. Indira. N* Dr H V Ramprakash
*Dept of Radiology VIMS & RC
(Oral scientific presentation at State IRIA conference, Manipal 2012)

8. Assessment of breast lesions on MRI: a prospective study using a combined kinetic and morphologic analysis.
Dr. Maryam*, Dr. Prachikala*
*Dept of Radiology VIMS & RC
(Oral scientific presentation at National IRIA conference, Indore 2013)

9. Role of renal Doppler sonography in acute renal colic
Dr. Amith, Dr Indira N
Dept of Radiology VIMS & RC
10. **Effects of MRI contrast agent on renal system.**
Dr. Abhishek*, Dr. Prachikala* Dr H V Ramprakash
*Dept of Radiology VIMS & RC
(Oral scientific presentation at National IRIA conference, Indore 2013)

11. **Benign thyroid nodules evaluated with sonography and FNAC**
Dr. Sonali Madaan*, Dr. H.V.Ramprakash
*Dept of Radiology VIMS & RC
(Oral scientific presentation at National IRIA conference, Indore 2013)

13. **CT features of renal cell carcinoma subtypes.**
Dr. Vidya Bhargavi *, Dr. Prachikala*
*Dept of Radiology VIMS & RC
(Oral scientific presentation at National IRIA conference, Indore 2013)

14. **Correlation of nuchal translucency with BPD and CRL in 11-13 weeks of gestation**
Dr. Koushik*
*Dept of Radiology VIMS & RC
(Oral scientific presentation at National IRIA conference, Indore 2013)

15. **Computer Tomography and MRI in Local staging of Carcinoma cervix.**
Dr. Asik*, Dr. Prachikala* Dr H V Ramprakash
*Dept of Radiology VIMS & RC
(Oral scientific presentation at National IRIA conference, Indore 2013)


1) SALVAGE OF CRITICAL TRACHEAL STENOSIS POST-TRACHEAL RECONSTRUCTION.
SHIO PRIYE, DIPALI SINGH,
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PERIOPERATIVE ULTRASOUND AND APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES (2012)

2) RESPIRATORY FAILURE CAUSED BY GIANT THYMOLIPOMA – A CASE REPORT
SHIO PRIYE
INDIAN JOURNAL OF THORACIC AND CARDIOVASCULAR SURGERY (2013)

3) ANESTHETIC MANAGEMENT OF VSD CLOSURE UNDER CARDIOPULMONARY BYPASS IN A
CHILD WITH RECENTLY DIAGNOSED HEPATITIS A
SATHYANARAYAN, SHIO PRIYE
JOURNAL OF PEDIATRIC SCIENCES

4) PERCUTANEOUS ENDOVASCULAR RETRIEVAL OF INTRAVENOUS CATHETER FRAGMENT
SHIV PRAKASH, SHIO PRIYE
IJUTPC (2010)

5) PREVENTION OF PROPOFOL INJECTION PAIN: COMPARISON BETWEEN LIDOCAINE AND
RAMOSETRON
DIPALI SINGH, SATHYANARAYAN, SHIV PRAKASH, SHIO PRIYE
JOURNAL OF ANESTHESIOLOGY CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY (2014)

6) A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF RECOVERY TIME AFTER GENERAL ANESTHESIA AND
SUBARACHNOID BLOCK FOR INGUINAL HERNIORAPHY IN PACU
DIPALI SINGH, SHIV PRAKASH, SHIO PRIYE, SATHYANARAYAN
JOURNAL OF EVALUATION OF MED AND DENTAL SCIENCE (2014)

7) DEXMEDITOMIDINE AS AN ADJUNCT IN POSTOPERATIVE PAIN FOLLOWING CARDIAC
SURGERY – A RANDOMIZED DOUBLE BLIND STUDY
SHIO PRIYE, SATHYANARANYAN, SHIV PRAKASH, DIPALI SINGH
SJA (2014)

8) INTRAVENOUS DEXMEDITOMIDINE PROLONGS BUPIVACAINE SPINAL ANESTHESIA
JOURNAL OF EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL AND DENTAL SCIENCES
SWATI BISHT (2014)

9) TO STUDY THE EFFECTS OF ADDITION OF NALBUPHINE TO INTRATHECAL BUPIVACAINE
FOR ELDERLY PATIENT IN LOWER ABDOMEN SURGERIES UNDER SPINAL ANESTHESIA. A
RANDOMISED DOUBLE BLINDED CONTROL STUDY
RASHMI DUBEY, SWATI BISHT
JOURNAL OF EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL AND DENTAL SCIENCES (2014)

10) SUCCESSFUL AIRWAY MANAGEMENT OF A CASE OF MULTINODULAR GOITRE WITH
STENOSIS AND DEVIATION WITH A FIBEROPTIC BRONCHOSCOPE: A CASE REPORT
Dr. SONY SHARMA, Dr. NATESH S RAO, Dr. SADANAND GOPAL, Dr. RAHUL
11) COMPARISON BETWEEN POLYVINYLCHLORIDE (PVC) TUBE AND INTUBATING LARYNGEAL MASK AIRWAY (ILMA) TUBE FOR INTUBATION THROUGH INTUBATING LARYNGEAL MASK AIRWAY (ILMA/LMA FASTRACH) IN MALLAMPATI GRADE 3, GRADE 4 PATIENTS (7-10-14)
Dr. SUNITHA KURUVADI SREE RAMALU, Dr. J PRASHANTH PRABHU. Dr. SADANAND GOPAL
JOURNAL OF EVIDENCE BASED MEDICINE AND HEALTHCARE; VOLUME 1 ISSUE 8 OCTOBER 15 2014; PAGE 955-961

12) FIBRODYSPLASIA OF MAXILLA; AT DIFFICULT AIRWAY
Dr. SUNITHA KURUVADI SREE RAMALU, Dr. GANGUR BASAPPA SUMALATHA, Dr. RAVICHANDRA RAMESH DODAWAD, Dr. J PRASHANTH PRABHU
INDIAN JOURNAL OF ANESTHESIA; VOLUME 57 ISSUE 3 2013; PAGE 300-302

13) LOW DOSE INTRATHECAL MORPHINE FOR POSTOPERATIVE ANALGESIA IN CHILDREN AFTER VARIOUS SURGICAL PROCEDURES
Dr. SUNITHA K.S, Dr. MANU KUMAR H
JOURNAL OF EVIDENCE BASED MEDICINE AND HEALTHCARE; VOLUME 1 ISSUE 14 DECEMBER 2014 PAGE 1724-1732
A Rare Manifestation of Dengue Fever

Assessment of outcome using Glasgow outcome scale in non-traumatic Stroke Patients with and with out systemic hypertenstion


5. Multifical poly myositis in a young immune compromised with normal CD4 Count JAPI November 2012 Dr.Ashok Bhagra
7. Spurious pulse oximetry in nitrobenzene poisoning – International journal of clinical cases and 2013 Volume 5 (issue 3) 26: 29 October 2013. Dr. Dr.Akshatha Savith
10. Levetiracetam Review of its use in the treatment of epilepsy Dr.Jayashankar C.A International Journal of Medicine and Biomedical Research Vol 2 iss 03 Dec 2013
11. Use of Urine dipstick to detected early renal impairment in Malaria Dr.Somashekar D.S International Journal of Medical & Applied Sciences Vol 02, Issu 04 2013
12. Takayasu’s arterites in a patient with IV disc prolapse International Journal of Rehumatology & Clinical Immunology Vol 02,Iss 01, 2014
13. Conginatly corrected transposition of grate arteries Dr.Tanuja, Dr.Shashidhar Medical Journal of Dy Patil University 23;14 R6,2014
15. Type 3 Multiple auto immune syndrome  Dr. Jayashankar C.A, Dr. D.S Somashekar  International Journal of Reumatology & Clinical Immunilogy  April 2014
16. Conginatal Left Ventricular Aneuriysm with mitral Regurgitation  
   Dr. Anand L Bettadur, Dr. Raja Ponnabalam, Dr. D.S Somashekar  Journal of Evaluation of Medical & Dental Sciences  vol 03, Iss 18, May 2014
17. Rare Assocation of congenital systick adenomatoid malformation with down syndrome  Dr. Leeni Meatha  International Journal of Clinical cases and Investigations  vol 05, Iss 05, April 2014
18. Atypical Faby’s disease, Dr. Shanthi kumari, B, Dr. D.S. Somashekar  Journal of Evidence based medicine and health care  Vol.1 Iss 02, April 2014
19. A survey on the incidence of pseudo thrombocytopenia in the inpatients, Dr. Shanthi kumari, B, Dr. D.S. Somashekar  Journal of Evidence based medicine and health care  Vol.1 Iss 03, May 2014
20. Primary systemic amyloidosis Dr. Jayashankar C.A, Dr. D.S. Somashekar,  International Journal of Research in Medical sciences  Vol 02, Iss 02, April 2014
21. An uncommon variant of rare type of muscular dystrophy, Dr. Jayashankar C.A, Dr. D.S. Somashekar,  International Journal of Research in Medical sciences  Vol 01, Iss 03, July 2013
23. Peripharal Venous malformations and Pulmanory Hypertention, Dr. NAmbakaham, Dr. Thanuja, Dr. Subramaniam, Dept. of General Medicine, VIMS&RC,  Journal of Archive of medicine and Health Scinces 2014.
24. An Interesting case of PUO, Dr. Ramamishra, Dr. Someshekar D.S, Scholar Jurnal of Medical Case reports. An Inter national publisher for Academic & Scientific Resources , 2014:2(8)523-525.
DEPARTMENT OF Pulmonary Medicine
Publication
1. A Case of Congenital Esophageal Bronchial Fistula in adult - Dr. Alamelu Haran (A case of international journal of case reports and images)
2. Clinical Evaluation of sublingual vaccine on exacerbation in COPD on observational study Indian Journal of chest diseases and allied sciences.(Under Publication) Dr. Alamelu Haran sent to Asian Journal of Medical Sciences under review.
3. Interesting Case of TB of left Breast A case report. Awaiting Publication. Dr. Ajit. H
5. Multiple adverse effects of systemic corticosteroids in a single patient. Awaiting Publication. Dr K Srikanth, Dr. Alamelu Haran

Submitted:

1. To Asian Journal of Psychiatry:
Title: Clinical profile of female suicide attempters- a Hospital based study.
Corresponding Author: Fiaz Sattar
Dr. HANUMANTHAYYA K, Prof. & HOD


8. Observing world AIDS day. JEBMH, Jan- March 2014, Vol 1, Issue 1

Dr. Bhanu Prakash, Professor,

Published in Journals


6. Presentation of Takayasu’s arteritis in a patient with intervertebral disc prolapse Jayashankar CA, Somasekar DS, Prachi Kala, Bhanu Prakash, Varsha Reddy K, Srikar Inuganti


Published in Books


3. Authored the chapter “Patient Satisfaction in Cosmetology Practice” for the textbook to be published by Indian Association of aesthetic and cutaneous Dermatosurgeons

4. Authored the Chapter “External quality Assessment – Accreditation” for the Text book to be published by Indian Association of Aesthetic and Cutaneous Dermatosurgeons

Accepted for Publication:

Department of OBG

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS SUBMITTED

Dr Shreedhar Venkatesh


5. lymphangioma circumscriptum of the vulva a rare case report. 2012- EJOG-VOL 165. ISSUE-1.pg131-132. European journal of obstetrics and gynaecology, International


7. Acardiac acephalus with single umbilical artery in acardiac twin. Ijp Vol 4 number 3 Sept-Dec 2013. IJIFM, International

8. Triple X Syndrome Woman Presenting as Premature Ovarian Failure IJIFM Vol 4 number 3 Sept-Dec 2013;page no 96-98. IJIFM, International


10. Interseting case of lymphatic filiariasis, Indian Journal of OBG, National

11. Third and Forth degree perneal tear repair a case series under review, Journal of genital system and disorders, International

12. The outcome of ectopic pregnancy in tertiary care hospital experience JEMDS may 2014 ;3(21) ;5775 -5780, JEMDS, National
Dr Sampath Kumar G
4. Interseting case of lymphatic filariasis, Indian Journal of OBG, National
5. Acardiac acephalus with single umbilical artery in acardiac twin. Ijp Vol 4 number 3 Sept-Dec 2013. IJIFM. International

Dr Pramila Pandey
3. The outcome of ectopic pregnancy in tertiary care hospital experience JEMDS may 2014 ;3(21) ;5775 -5780. JEMDS, National
Dr Sheela Jayaprakash

1. Rupture of bicornuate uterus  *BMJ Case Reports* 2011; doi:10.1136/bcr.08.2011.4633. *British Medical Journal of Case Reports. International*

Dr Tasneem Shah


Dr Laxmi Devi

2. Rupture of bicornuate uterus  *BMJ Case Reports* 2011; doi:10.1136/bcr.08.2011.4633. *British Medical Journal of Case Reports. International*
5. Primary parasitic leiomyoma in a post menopausal woman with neovascularization from omentum. Jan 27, 2014. (accepted for publication), Journal of genital system and disorders. International

6. Acardiac acephalus with single umbilical artery in acardiac twin. 2014, IJIFM, International


8. A case report of partial vaginal agenesis with transverse vaginal septum, IJIFM, International

9. Role of ultrasound in diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy with clinical management in tertiary care hospital DOI 10-1007/s 13224-014-0529-0, FOGSI, National

10. Third and Forth degree perineal tear repair a case series under review, Journal of genital system and disorders, International

Dr Chandana


2. Effectiveness of Glycerine trinatrate patch in pre term Labour A prospective study JEMDS March 2014 ;16 (11) ;2699-2705. JEMDS, National

3. Triple X Syndrome Woman Presenting as Premature Ovarian Failure IJIFM Vol 4 number 3 Sept-Dec 2013; page no 96-98. IJIFM, International
Dr Tejaswani

1. Unruptured ampullary ectopic pregnancy at 16 weeks period of gestation with live fetus. JOGI-D-11-00290R1 ((Accepted for publication). Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology of India, National

Dr Sreelakshmi

2. The outcome of ectopic pregnancy in tertiary care hospital experience JEMDS may 2014 ;3(21) ;5775 -5780, JEMDS, National

Dr Aparna jha

1. Interseting case of lymphatic filiariasisis, Indian Journal of OBG, National

Dr Tara D

1. Prevention of postpartum hemorrhage with sublingual misoprostol or oxytocin; a double blind randomized controlled trial. BJOG 2012, July;119(8):975-986, British journal of obstetrics and gynaecology, International

Dr.shwetha

1. Comparsion of nifidipine and progesterone for maintenance and tocoloysis after arrested pre term labour Journal of OBG 2014 may;34 (4);322-5, Journal of OBG, International
Dr. Pooja

1. A case of dengue fever in pregnancy with fatal outcome IOSR JDMS Feb 2014;13(2);71-72, IOSR JDMS, International

Department of Paediatrics
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS SUBMITTED


